Large measles outbreak in Geneva, Switzerland, January to August 2011: descriptive epidemiology and demonstration of quarantine effectiveness
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Abstract
Between January and August 2011, the canton of Geneva, Switzerland, experienced a large measles outbreak with 219 cases (47 cases per 100,000 inhabitants) in the context of an extensive epidemic in a neighbouring region of France. Most cases were young adults (median age: 18 years), often unaware of their vaccination status. The vast majority of cases were either not (81%) or incompletely vaccinated (8%). Thirty clusters with a total of 119 cases and a median cluster size of three (range: 2–15 cases) were identified. Overall, 44 cases were imported or linked to imported cases. Of 73 contacts of cases who were quarantined, 50 developed measles and caused six secondary cases. This compares to 81 secondary cases among 173 non-quarantined cases (relative risk: 0.26; 95% confidence interval: 0.06–0.65), demonstrating the effectiveness of well targeted quarantine measures in reducing transmission.
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Introduction

At the end of 2010, the objective of the World Health Organization (WHO) to interrupt the endemic transmission of measles appeared to be within reach in the canton of Geneva, Switzerland. Although several outbreaks had occurred between 2003 and 2008, the number of cases decreased from the summer 2008 until 2010. Fifty measles cases had been notified in 2003 (12 cases per 100,000 inhabitants), mostly isolated or in small clusters related to imported cases, and in 2010, only nine cases were notified (two cases per 100,000 inhabitants) [1-3]. During the same period, measles immunisation coverage with two doses of measles-mumps-rubella vaccine (MMR) was close to the 95% elimination threshold, with 91.7% for children aged 28 months and 92.3% for children aged between five and six years [4, 7-9].

Against this context, however, a large outbreak started in January 2011 [8]. It lasted seven months, and finally 219 cases were notified to local health authorities (47 cases per 100,000 inhabitants). In the same period, a large outbreak was occurring in the neighbouring region of Rhône-Alpes, France, where 6,037 cases were reported from October 2010 to September 2011 [9]. Geneva canton (population 467,000) shares 96% (103 of 107.5 km) of its border with France, and approximately 80,000 persons cross the border every day.

The aim of this report is to describe the measles outbreak that occurred in Geneva between January and August 2011, measures taken to reduce its extension and the impact of quarantine on disease transmissions.

Methods

Measles case notification

In Switzerland, measles notification has been mandatory since 1999. Physicians report to local health authorities within 24 hours any patient presenting with maculopapular rash associated with fever and any of the following symptoms: cough, coryza or conjunctivitis. Initial notification is followed by a more detailed description of the case including self-reported vaccination status. Notification of confirmed cases by laboratories is also mandatory within 24 hours. In general, there are therefore two nominative notifications per case. Patients who do not seek medical attention are not officially reported, but during an outbreak, they are identified through contact investigation by the cantonal health authority and counted as cases if they fit the case definition (active case finding).

Case definition and classification

The following case definitions, slightly more sensitive than those recommended by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), were used in this investigation [10]. A confirmed case was a person i) with a positive laboratory test and at least one of the clinical criteria of measles listed above (laboratory-confirmed case) or ii) who met the clinical case definition and was epidemiologically linked to a laboratory-confirmed case (epidemiologically linked case). A probable
case was a person who met the clinical case definition with no epidemiological link to a laboratory-confirmed case. A possible case was a person without a positive laboratory result who did not meet all clinical case definition criteria.

**Laboratory tests**

Laboratory confirmation tests included serum IgM and IgG measurements in combination to distinguish between acute infection and immunity, or PCR for measles virus RNA in throat swab or oral fluid. Genetic characterisation was carried out either at the Central Virology Laboratory of Geneva University Hospital or at the Robert-Koch Institute in Berlin, Germany, to determine genotype by sequence analysis of the variable part of the neuraminidase (N) gene and the haemagglutinin (H) gene.

Suspected cases with two negative IgM tests or one negative IgM test and with a negative PCR result, and those with a single positive IgM test without any clinical symptoms of measles, were excluded. Cases included in this report were residents of the canton Geneva presenting with clinical symptoms of measles between 1 January and 31 August 2011.

**Outbreak control evaluation**

An evaluation of the ways this outbreak was managed was performed in September and October of 2011 using a standard questionnaire. Its aim was to assess how partner institutions perceived the various aspects of outbreak response including communication, surveillance, control and contact tracing activities. All 38 institutions involved in controlling the outbreak or their representatives received this questionnaire. All questionnaire items were rated on a scale of 1 (not satisfactory) to 5 (very satisfactory).

The statistical comparison of incidence following exposure to quarantined and non-quarantined cases was conducted using StatXact version 4.0.1 software [11].

**Outbreak description**

From 1 January until 31 August 2011, 219 cases were reported, 182 (83%) through the notification system and 37 (17%) by active case finding. There were 195 (89%) confirmed, 16 (7%) probable and eight (4%) possible cases. Among the confirmed cases, 138 were laboratory-confirmed and 57 were epidemiologically linked cases.

An additional 62 cases diagnosed in Geneva and reported to the health authorities are not included in this report because they were either French residents (n=44), lived in the canton of Vaud (n=14) or in another canton or country (n=4). These patients, however, all worked, attended school or consulted a physician in Geneva. Another 37 reported cases were ruled out as non-measles cases.

Sequencing of 31 measles viruses isolated during the outbreak was performed. Genotype D4 was isolated in all 23 samples obtained from residents of the canton Geneva as well as in seven samples from French residents. One D9 serotype was identified in a tourist from the Philippines visiting Geneva.

The epidemic curve is presented in Figure 1. Of the 219 cases, 44 (20%) could be documented as imported cases (n=21) or epidemiologically linked, directly or indirectly, to an imported case (n=23). These cases came from or were epidemiologically linked to cases from the French département of Haute-Savoie (n=25), the French département of Ain (n=4), other départements of France (n=7), the canton of Vaud (n=6), Argentina (n=1) and Poland (n=1). During the first eight weeks of the epidemic, a substantial proportion of the cases (19 of 49) were imported or linked to imported cases.

Among the 211 confirmed and probable cases, 98 (46%) were male. The median age was 18 years (range: 11 months–59 years). For 189 (90%) of those self-reported information on immunisation status was available. Some 154 (81%) had not been vaccinated with MMR vaccine, 16 (8%) had received one dose, 12 (6%) at least two doses and seven were vaccinated with an unknown number of doses. Among the 154 unvaccinated cases all but five who were older than 47 years, (i.e. born in or before 1963, the age at which measles vaccination is no longer recommended in Switzerland) were eligible for vaccination (97%). Cases are presented by age group and vaccination status in Figure 2. No catch-up campaigns were done during this epidemic. However, catch-up is recommended in the Swiss vaccination plan for all persons born after 1963.

---

**Figure 2**

**Confirmed and probable measles cases by age and self-reported vaccination status, Geneva, Switzerland, 1 January–31 August 2011 (n=211)**

MMR: measles-mumps-rubella.
Measles cases by month of rash onset, Geneva, Switzerland, 2003-11 (n=219)
Figure 3
Mode of acquisition of measles, Geneva, Switzerland, 1 January–31 August 2011 (n=123)

Most probable mode of acquisition
- Family
- Community
- Nosocomial
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- Occupational
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- Quarantine
- Case not reported
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Cases not resident in Geneva are included for completeness of cluster description.
Of 211 cases, 18 (9%) presented with at least one complication such as pneumonia (n=11), encephalitis (n=1), bronchitis (n=1), otitis (n=2), keratitis (n=1) and exacerbation of cystic fibrosis (n=1). Seventeen (8%) patients were hospitalised, one of them for 10 days in intensive care with respiratory failure. The other causes of hospitalisation were encephalitis (n=1), pneumonia (n=4), hypoxaemia (n=4), general alteration of heath status (n=4), and two cases stayed overnight for clinical observation. The precise cause of hospitalisation remains unknown for two patients. There were no deaths and all patients recovered. The median duration of hospitalisation was four days (range: 1–14 days). The median age of hospitalised patients was 33 years (range: 7–52 years). Among the 14 (82%) hospitalised patients for whom the vaccination status was known, 11 had not been vaccinated and one had been completely vaccinated (two doses).

We identified 31 transmission clusters (Figure 3) with 123 cases including 12 who were not residents of Geneva. There were two clusters of three generations of cases including 13 and 15 cases. The other clusters included two to eight cases in one or two generations (median cluster size: 3). Transmission among residents of Geneva occurred within families (n=54 cases), in schools (n=20) and daycare (n=1), among friends (n=4), in health service (n=3), during sporting or musical events (n=5), in the workplace (n=1) and during a one-week camp (n=1). There were an additional 22 single cases (index case of each cluster) with unknown mode of acquisition.

Control measures
Control measures in the Geneva canton have been previously described [8,12]. They were implemented as early as possible by local health authorities and school health services without waiting for laboratory confirmation (Figure 4). Extensive and rapid contact tracing was conducted as an emergency measure so that contacts and relatives of cases could be informed and their vaccination or immunisation status assessed. When a case had unvaccinated or non-immune close contacts, either siblings or classmates, these were quarantined at home for 18 days after last contact or after onset of the case’s rash. Although immediate post-exposure vaccination may prevent measles, it does not later during quarantine. In addition, because vaccine-related symptoms may mimic measles, it may discredit vaccination itself in this often reluctant population. For these reasons, unless immediate post exposure (72 h) vaccination was done, vaccination was recommended at the end of the quarantine period if measles had not occurred. Early in the course of the epidemic, all parents of children attending school or nursery were sent a letter informing them about the outbreak and the importance of vaccinating their children. They were also informed about quarantine of unvaccinated contacts.

Of 73 exposed unvaccinated or non-immune persons who were quarantined, 50 developed measles. Only six instances of subsequent transmission occurred, all among household members and none in the community. The 173 cases which occurred among non-quarantined cases were associated with 81 secondary cases, of which 48 occurred among household members and 33 in the community. As indicated in the Table, quarantine reduced the overall risk of transmission by 74% (12% versus 47%; relative risk (RR): 0.26; 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.06–0.56). The reduction of the risk of transmission was obviously lower among household members (12% versus 28%; RR: 0.43; 95% CI: 0.09–1.00) and was major, 95%, in the community (0% versus 19%; RR: 0.05; 95% CI: 0.00–0.69). Case finding and contact tracing was identical regardless of quarantine status.

Health authorities regularly informed emergency medical services, the media and the public. In addition, local physicians were sent by email epidemiological updates and practical information in connection with their role in outbreak control. Early in the epidemic, they were advised to reduce the age of first measles vaccination from 12 to nine months. Press releases, individual emails to all students at Geneva University, information letters to highschool students, directors of schools and daycare centres were also sent out. Young adults were the main target of mass communication and they were advised to verify their immunisation status and be vaccinated if necessary.

Of the 38 partner institutions involved in outbreak control who received the evaluation questionnaire, 19 responded. Their overall level of satisfaction was fairly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Rate of transmission of measles by measures of quarantine, risk ratios and p value, Geneva, Switzerland, 1 January–31 August 2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of transmission</td>
<td>Quarantine (n=50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within household</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside household</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure 4
Control measures during the measles outbreak, Geneva, Switzerland, 1 January–31 August 2011

**Suspected case of measles**
- Notification by physicians to SMC within 24 h
- Laboratory test for primary cases and cases isolated at home for four days after rash onset
- Contact tracing

**Who?**
- Family / friend / activity
- School / nursery
- Occupational
- Nosocomial

**SMC / physicians**
- School health services
- Occupational health
- Physicians

**STOP IF NO MEASLES**
- Verification of vaccination status
  - Phone all contacts with unknown immune status
- Identification of potentially non-immune contacts
- Final list of all non-immune contacts transmitted to SMC

**What?**
- Information on risk and prevention of transmission
- Post-exposure vaccination within 72 h or immunoglobulin
- Quarantine for 18 days after last contact or after rash onset of the case
  - Vaccination recommended at the end of quarantine if no measles developed

**Who?**
- Adults who are not studying, working with children or employed in a healthcare service
- Post-exposure vaccination for people exposed less than 72 hours ago
  - Immunoglobulin for high-risk group (immunocompromised contacts, pregnant women, children aged <6 months without IgG or aged 6–12 months but exposed >72 h)
- Siblings and people living in the same house
- Other non-immune contacts without post-exposure vaccination or immunoglobulin

---

SMC: Cantonal Health Service.

- A primary case was defined as a measles case not known to be related to other cases.
- Contacts were defined as people who were exposed to the case during the contagious period (four days before to four days after rash onset).
- Non-immune contacts were defined as people born after 1963 and without vaccination or IgG or proven history of disease.
high (average: 4.2/5) with a large variability in the responses. Epidemiological reports and cantonal communication were particularly well noted (4.5 and 4.6) as was the collaboration with the partners. The most critical points related to media information and the lack of well-defined roles and responsibilities for contact tracing and control measures (3.4 and 3.6).

**Discussion**

This outbreak was the largest ever documented in the canton of Geneva. It occurred in the context of an extensive measles epidemic in the neighbouring Rhône-Alpes region in France. About one fifth of the cases were imported or related to imported cases, mostly from the bordering département of Haute-Savoie. This does not come as a surprise as the epidemiology of infectious diseases in the canton of Geneva is often closely related to its neighbouring regions for obvious demographic, economic and geographic reasons.

Although national MMR vaccination coverage remains below the threshold required for measles elimination in Switzerland [13-15], it is currently higher in Geneva: 91.7% for children aged 28 months for two doses, and 92.3% for children aged between five and six years [1,5-7]. Data collected locally indicated that the main reason for not vaccinating children were concern for side effects and the belief that natural infection contributed more to better health than vaccination [16]. Progressive accumulation of non-immune persons, however, is inevitable. Combined with multiple introductions of infectious patients into the Geneva community, outbreaks or at least small clusters of cases seem currently unavoidable.

Most cases in this outbreak were adults, many of whom were not aware of their vaccination status. There was a delay in the diagnosis of several cases during the seasonal influenza period between weeks 1 and 7 of 2011 in Geneva, as early presentation of measles can be quite similar to influenza. In some instances, there were multiple consultations before measles was diagnosed. Early consultation of adults presenting with non-specific symptoms prior to the rash may also have contributed to delay in diagnosis. However, only three healthcare-related cases were observed.

Control measures were implemented early for all cases including those whose measles diagnosis had not yet been confirmed. Nevertheless, post-exposure vaccination was often ineffective as it was done too late, especially in siblings. At least 17 close contacts received post-exposure vaccination. Six of them developed measles, of whom five were vaccinated more than 72 hours after exposure.

Although, as expected, the secondary attack rate among unvaccinated household members was high, quarantine of non-immunised relatives, close contacts and classmates, a measure previously implemented in Geneva [1,2], was very effective. The large majority (68%) of exposed non-vaccinated or non-immune persons who were quarantined developed measles, but no transmission outside their own families occurred. Data collected during this outbreak documented a 95% reduction in the risk of community transmission. Even when household transmission was included, quarantine decreased the risk of transmission by 74%. Compliance to quarantine was good and this measure was well accepted. This may, at least in part, have been due to the support from school health services and because parents had been previously informed of this possible consequence of their refusal to have their child vaccinated. Exclusion of children with measles was strictly enforced by school authorities.

The results from the evaluation questionnaire helped us to further define the operational roles of the various partner institutions in case management, contact tracing and contact management. It also confirmed the value of rapid and regular analysis and dissemination of local epidemiological information.

**Conclusion and recommendations**

Fairly high MMR vaccination coverage in children as well as early and effective control measures including quarantine probably contributed to reducing the magnitude of this outbreak, especially among school-age children. Although Switzerland adheres to the WHO’s objective of eliminating measles in the European region by 2015, this will require, in addition to a national strategy [17], a common effort of all European countries and regions. Sustained high vaccination coverage, effective surveillance and early control measures including quarantine of non-vaccinated exposed persons should be implemented by all European countries and regions if outbreaks such as this one are to be prevented and virus circulation interrupted.
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